Submission on "Multiculturalism":

My family migrated to Australia a long time ago:

1) I resoundingly believe government sponsored "MULTICULTURALISM" HAS FAILED. It has failed historical traditions, failed countless immigrants who found a better life in Australia, it has failed the present generation with non-integration & the social ills & problems that go with it. It will fail tomorrow's generation. Immigration is very different to multiculturalism.

Multiculturalism's "Social inclusion" is a subversive concept. Government subversive social engineering is done via policy, education and the mass media; it seeks to destroy the traditional Judeo-Christian values which built this country into what it now is, a nation offering peaceful living, successful opportunities and due constitutional legal process.

2) "Multiculturalism" should be discarded for "Australian Integration" which officially promotes an overriding loyalty to Australia, respect for Australian laws & traditions, respect for other people's rights.

3) “Multiculturalism” is not democracy. All people are equal. Different worldviews, lifestyles and multi-faiths are not equal. They yield different social results. Judeo-Christian based nations are the most successful. Non-Christian nations fail - failed political structures, failed economies, failed education, failed judiciaries, failed mass media with downtrodden, impoverished, un-progressive populations.

Australian immigrants, past and present, deserve better credit, as does tomorrow's generation.